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Abstract
Evolution in additive manufacturing, specifically in material extrusion, has resulted in
large-scale machines capable of extruding thermoplastic-matrix composite materials in higher
volumes to fabricate products for large-scale applications. As with small- and medium-scale
material extrusion, the properties of the final product often correlate directly with the bevy of print
parameters employed. The current research was performed to evaluate the effects of the screw
speed and temperature on an ABS 20%wt. carbon fiber thermoplastic processed on a Big Area
Additive Manufacturing (BAAM, Cincinnati Inc) machine. Five screw speeds (50, 150, 250, 350
and 400 rpm) and three extruder temperature profiles were selected (one profile based on
manufacturer recommendations, and two profiles outside the recommendations wherein one was
above and the other was below the recommended temperatures). For extruded and printed beads,
qualitative and quantitative results are reported for void percentage, tensile strength, yield strength,
modulus, mass loss due to off-gassing, specific gravity, and surface roughness. At lower screw
speeds, small voids were identified throughout the entire radius of the specimens. This voids are
the result of volatile off gassing or material degradation. At screw speeds of 250 rpm or more,
larger voids were identified at the edges of the specimens. These voids are significantly larger than
gas voids and are caused by air which is introduced due to the speed at which material is entering
the barrel of the extruder. Results highlighted the need to understand and model internal voids in
beads, as gas voids are not eliminated through the printing process. Although the use of higher
temperatures allowed for an increased extruder output, they also resulted in a higher void content,
also assumed to be a result of increased off-gassing. Overall, findings from this work can be used
in academic and applied research in the area of large-scale additive manufacturing. This document
also contains a section describing the controls for a non-standard CNC tool with a wire embedder
end effector that was mounted into the BAAM system. This tool allows for the introduction of 3D
printed electronics at large scale which in the past has only been reserved for small scale additive
manufacturing systems.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

BACKGROUND
Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing, is a manufacturing process

where goods are created by adding layer-upon-layer of material. In the late 1980s, the first AM
systems entered and revolutionized the market with the ability to create parts directly from a
computer-aided design (CAD) model. The advantages of AM include but are not limited to the
ability to customize and produce complex parts otherwise impossible to achieve with traditional
manufacturing, shorter lead times, less waste and minimized number of parts. As the AM process
only puts material where is needed instead of taking material away (i.e., subtractive
manufacturing), the process produces less material waste. Because there is no need for specialized
custom tooling, changing the CAD file or adding complexity into the part does not substantially
increase its cost. Furthermore, the lead times are shorter as no parts have to be pre-ordered to start
the print process. As an example, printing a complicated assembly with multiple parts combined
into one could be less expensive than printing an entirely solid block, as the weight (or material
consumption) is the primary driver of the cost.
AM disadvantages include high production costs, slow build rates, necessary design
expertise, lack of economy of scale, post-processing and poor mechanical properties. AM material
systems are very specialized pieces of equipment that require high-quality material to operate
which leads to high production costs. The layer-by-layer manufacturing process which is achieved
through a variety of different methods yields slow built rates. These built rates with the additional
time required for post-processing of parts does not allow for AM to benefit from the economy of
scales. Moreover, although some systems (i.e., desktop material extrusion) have a low learning
curve, other AM systems require experienced engineers and operators due to the complexity of
design and process parameters (i.e., Hybrid AM systems). Finally, for many AM processes, parts
have a poor mechanical response when compared to their traditional counterpart (material
extrusion desktop systems versus injection molding). Overall, it can be said that AM should not
1

be the manufacturing process of choice for all parts, but there are many cases where AM can
leverage those advantages and produce high-quality products at a lower cost.
One of the most common used AM system is material extrusion, in which material (usually
filament) is pushed through a heated nozzle mounted on a gantry that allows the material to be
deposited on the flat X-Y plane. Once a layer is complete, the gantry can move up in the Z-axis to
create the rest of the 3-dimensional object (Turner et al. 2014). The majority of these systems have
a build envelope of less than 1-meter cube, because of the slow deposition rate inherent with using
material in the form of filament. To fill this gap, in 2014, Oak Ridge National Labs in partnership
with Cincinnati Inc. developed the Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM) machine. As with
smaller material extrusion systems, the BAAM heats thermoplastic material to a flowable state
that is then deposited by a gantry to create 3D parts. Instead of using a heated nozzle to heat
filament, the BAAM system has a single screw pellet extruder which heats pellet feedstock at
higher rates if compared to desktop material extrusion systems. Although the technology is
commercially available and able to produce large scale parts, work is needed in several areas
including, the influence of process parameters on mechanical properties of materials and parts,
modeling of the process, in-situ process monitoring and more. The thesis work presented here will
focus on the impact that process parameters have on printed material quality and the mechanical
response of BAAM parts.
In traditional manufacturing, multi-functional components are created in a series of steps
using several processes. When creating new products, time to market (TTM) is an important
measure to quantify success and profitability. The need for multiple steps, processes and
specialized tooling reduces the TTM, which can result in less profit or a compromised opportunity.
Similarly, when parts need to be created to perform as tooling for the manufacturing of more
complex products, the production time needs to be optimal as not to slow manufacturing.
Moreover, because traditional manufacturing requires the use of multiple processes, the parts need
to be transferred across different groups within a single company. The use of 3D printing
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technology coupled with electrical interconnect placement can reduce production time and cost for
low volume high-value applications.
Modified stereolithography (SL) and fused deposition modeling (FDM) systems integrated
with micro-dispensing or wire embedding technology can create 3D parts with electrical
interconnect and components. The wire placement technology, also called wire embedding
technology, uses either thermal energy or ultrasonic energy to embed not only solid wires but also
metal foil. Wire embedding has been used to create different parts including embedded RF
antennas, CubeSat modules, and a microwave path antenna (Lopes et al. 2014; Espalin et al. 2014;
Shemelva et al. 2015). The biggest challenge with transferring wire embedding technology into a
large-scale setting is the low deposition rate achieved with it. A method for high deposition of wire
was developed through the adaptation of tungsten inert gas welding to avoid slowing down the
printing process, (Espalin, David. 2014). This thesis work will also focus on the control
implementation of a wire embedding tool into the Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM)
machine.
1.2

MOTIVATION
Just as with traditional material extrusion, the shape and quality of the part rely on process

parameters, such as printing temperature profile, traversing speeds and extruder output.
Consequently, the user has access to a large number of process variables; however, there is not a
full understanding of the effect that those parameters have on part quality. The work presented in
this thesis will fill a knowledge gap in the large-scale AM community.
New tools need to be developed to add hybrid capabilities to this system to accommodate
the large-scale nature of BAAM. For wiring placement, a tool with a high wire deposition speed
must be developed as not to compromise the printing speed of the BAAM. Furthermore, the wire
gauge must be large enough to accommodate high power applications as larger components are
able to be placed on BAAM parts.

3

During the AM design process, many considerations are taken to create a product that
meets the goal and needs of the user. As outlined in ASTM 52910, the design requirements include
product usage considerations, business considerations, geometry considerations, material property
considerations, process specific considerations, communication considerations, and productspecific considerations. In terms of material property considerations, it is essential to know certain
behaviors and characteristics of the as-printed material and of a final part. Those considerations
include mechanical properties, thermal properties, and electrical properties, between others. The
mechanical properties must be measured in different loading conditions including, tensile, flexural,
impact, compression, shear, fatigue and creep states. Due to large area pellet extrusion being a new
technology, there is a lack of information regarding these properties which limits the use of this
technology in many applications.
1.3

THESIS OBJECTIVES
There were five thesis objectives as listed below:
1. Develop the mechatronic design of a custom wire placement tool into the BAAM
machine.
2. Design and developed a method of communicating with the tool to transfer wire
placement information.
3. Experimentally determine the effects that extruder screw speed and temperature
settings have on material properties.
4. Experimentally determine the mechanical behavior that ABS 20%wt carbon fibers
have under static loading.

1.4

THESIS OUTLINE
The rest of the thesis was divided into 6 chapters. Chapter 2 is composed of an overview

of the BAAM printing process and literature review of topics pertinent to this thesis. These topics
include anisotropic properties of material extrusion parts, static mechanical properties, cyclic
mechanical properties, void formation, rheology and thermal properties, digital image correlation,
4

and wire embedding technologies. In Chapter 3, the wire placement tool for the BAAM system is
described. Chapter 4 consists of the experimental methodology used to obtain the void content,
surface roughness and microscopy images of extruded and printed beads. Additionally, this chapter
will also describe the methodology to obtain the mechanical properties of the material under static
loading. Chapter 5 is going to be a discussion of the experimental results. Finally, conclusions are
offered in Chapter 6.

5

Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1

INTRODUCTION
Additive Manufacturing (AM), as defined by the American Society for Testing and

Materials, is the process of joining materials to make parts from 3D model data, usually layer upon
layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing and formative manufacturing methodologies
(ISO/ASTM52900-15, 2015). The first set of patents were filed in 1984 by both French and U.S
inventors, but it was only Chuck Hull of 3D Systems Corporation (US Patent No. 4575330A,
1986), who finished the process and was granted the patent for his stereolithography process
(SLA). Nowadays, there are 7 main types of AM including binder jetting, directed energy
deposition, material extrusion, material jetting, powder bed fusion, sheet lamination, and vat
photopolymerization. Independent of the specific process, there are 6 main steps employed in
fabricating a part; 1-Computer Aid Design Model (CAD), 2-converting the part into a file with
additive manufacturing format (AMF) or stereolithography format (STL), 3- ‘slicing’ the part in
layers and creating the machine commands, 4-importing instructions to the AM machine, 5-Start
the building process and 6-post-process the part.
AM parts were first developed to be used as prototypes due to the ease of manufacturing
and simplicity to make design changes in comparison to traditional prototyping methods. Now,
because of the improvement in mechanical properties, end-use parts are currently being
manufactured using different AM processes. For example, the Naval Air Systems Command
(NAVAIR), stated that they believe nearly 1,000 3D printed parts will be approved for fleet use
by the end of 2018 (Saunders, 2018). Similarly, Oak Ridge National Labs in collaboration with
Sandia National labs developed an additive manufactured wind turbine blade mold (Sandia
National Lab, 2018). Correspondingly, newer and larger printers are being developed to
accommodate the new demand for AM parts. For example, GE is developing the world largest
metal 3D printer, which would have a 1-meter cube building envelope (GE Reports, 2017).

6

2.2

MATERIAL EXTRUSION ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
Although the main focus of this thesis is large-scale material extrusion AM, the author

would like to explain the basics of Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), as this is the most common
method of material extrusion (Figure 1). In FDM, the material is drawn through a heated nozzle
and deposited while the dispensing head moves along the X, Y, and Z coordinates as to create 3D
models in a layer by layer fashion (US Patent No. 5121329A, 1992). With the expiration of this
patent, a large number of desktop printers were developed, as well as industrial grade and do-ityourself (DIY) style ones. This led to a significant drop in price which increased the sale of printers
to a level never seen since the creation of this technology (Rundle, 2014). Since many of the newer
printers also come with an easy-to-use software package, it was not only the financial limitation
but the learning curve that also disappeared.

Figure 1: Fused Deposition Modeling schematic (FDM)
The development of new materials and industrial grade AM systems allowed for end-use
parts to be produced for different fields including aerospace, automotive, consumer products,
dental, education and medical. Some applications require larger parts that could not be produced
even in one of the largest commercially available FDM systems, the Fortus 900mc, with a build
volume of 0.72m3.
7

In recent years, efforts from government and industry have focused on developing different
large-scale AM systems for different materials including; concrete, thermoplastics, and metal. For
example, companies like XtreeE and BetAbram are working on developing large-scale concrete
printers with a build envelope large enough to print a small house (74 m2) (Murphy, M., 2019). In
2014, Oak Ridge National Labs (ORNL) and Cincinnati incorporated introduced the first ever
large-scale material extrusion printer in the world, the Big Area Additive Manufacturing machine
(BAAM). This machine is able to print up to 40 kg of thermoplastic material per hour, which is
about 250 times faster than any traditional material extrusion system. A similar system called
Large Scale Additive manufacturing (LSAM) was developed by ThermWood corporation. This
machine combines both material extrusion and 5-axis machining into one system.
In March of 2016, Ingersoll machine tools Inc. and ORNL partnered to develop the largest
thermoplastic extrusion 3D printer to date named Wide and High Additive Manufacturing
(WHAM) machine (Love, L; et al. 2017). The machine, completed in the Fall of 2018, has a build
envelope of 7 x 14 x 3 m (23’ x 46’ x 10’) and an extruder with the ability to deposit 70 kg/hr of
thermoplastic material (3D printing media network. 2018). Similarly, to the LSAM, the WHAM
machine is also able to exchange the extruder for a 5-axis milling machine for finishing operations.
2.3

BIG AREA ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
The Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM) machine was developed by Oak Ridge

National Lab (ORNL) and is commercialized by Cincinnati Incorporated. The largest version of
the system has a printing volume of 6 x 2.28 x 1.82 m (240’’x 90’’ x 72’’) and a maximum extruder
output of 45 kg/h. The BAAM system consists of several sub-systems as seen in Figure 2, one
being a material dryer, which dries the pellet material from 0.2% water content to 0.05% or less,
to avoid having air bubbles inside the final printed part due to entrapped moisture. The dryer has
a material bin able to carry 450 pounds of material which acts as the BAAM material reservoir.
There is an open loop vacuum system that takes material from the reservoir to the gantry located
inside the machine. The 3-axis XYZ gantry houses a smaller material reservoir, the extruder, and
8
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Figure 2: BAAM system material process
other electrical components. Material only travels to the gantry when a sensor in the small material
reservoir requests it, as having material outside the dryer and exposed to the ambient humidity for
long periods of time is detrimental to the moisture content.
The printer was designed to work with thermoplastic pellets which are consistently pushed
down the nozzle by a single screw and melted by a set of 5 heaters as seen in Figure 3. This process
is very similar to the standard non-AM plastic extrusion which has been widely used for the last
80+ years (US patent # US2567960A). The use of thermoplastic pellets not only allows for the
large print speed but it also reduces the cost of the material by a factor of 10. From market prices,
a 1 lb spool of ABS20%wt carbon fiber material is ~50 dollars, while the same weight of pellets
is only ~ 5 dollars. At the exit of the nozzle, a tamper mechanism flattens the extruded material to
aid in the reduction of voids and to keep the bead dimensions consistent.
As defined before, the third step of the additive manufacturing process chain is to slice the
Standard Tessellation Language (STL) to create machine commands. The slicer used for the
BAAM was developed by ORNL at the manufacturing demonstration facility in Knoxville, TN.
The slicer is able to control all parameters of the machine except the extruder and bed temperature

9

Figure 3: BAAM extrusion system
settings that are controlled through the human machine interaction (HMI). Just as it occurs with
other systems, BAAM offers a large number of machine-specific settings within its slicer which
are listed in Error! Reference source not found..
The extruder temperature is controlled from the BAAM computer where the user is able to
set the temperature for 6 heaters up to 400 °C. The temperature settings are usually obtained from
the material manufacturer data sheet, and if that information is not available, the material
parameters can be obtained through a combination of thermal-mechanical tests which will be
covered in a later chapter (Ajinjeru, C. et al. 2016). Similarly, the temperature for the 8 heaters on
the bed can be controlled from the HMI, with a maximum bed temperature of 200°C. It should be
noted that for printing operations, a metal mesh material is placed first on the build platform (or
bed), then an ABS sheet is secured on top using a cloth tape to seal the edges. A vacuum system
outfitted into the bed is used to secure the ABS sheet flat against the bed. Due to the thermal
resistance, the ABS sheet is never able to achieve the set temperature for the bed (Compton, B. et
al. 2017).

10

Table 1: List of parameters and control mechanism for the BAAM system
Extruder temperature
Bed Temperature
Frequency of Tamper
Purging conditions
Extruder feedrate
Smoothing
Infill Settings
Layer time
Acceleration of the gantry
Skins Settings
Inset Setting
Line removal (minimum feature size)
Presence of a canopy
Material Drying

HMI BAAM Software
HMI BAAM Software
Slicer
Slicer
Slicer
Slicer
Slicer
Slicer
Slicer
Slicer
Slicer
Slicer
External
External

The deposition rate of the printer (kg/hr of material) is influenced by the extruder output
and the temperature profile chosen in the HMI, therefore, in order to determine the correct
parameters, experimental procedures are needed. The machine is set to purge for a determined
amount of time, and then the weight of the extrudate is measured. This information and a set of
input parameters are fed into the ORNL flow calculator tool which determines the extruder output
(rpm), and traverse speed (in/s) needed. The parameters are deposition rate, bead height, bead
width and type of material being used.
2.4

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Just as with other additive manufacturing processes, BAAM parts have a high anisotropic

behavior due to the layer by layer printing process (Ahn, S. et al. 2002). Because this thesis is
focused on filled materials, it is essential to understand the effect that fibers have on mechanical
behavior. Love et al. studied the influence that chopped fiber reinforcement has on the thermal
conductivity, strength, stiffness, and part distortion. The authors selected four different desktop
printers and their proprietary blends of ABS to create five sets of ASTM D638 type V specimens
oriented in the XYZ direction and the Z direction. Although the results were very positive for the
11

XYZ direction where the strength and stiffness increased by ~200% and 400% respectively, the
Z-direction strength was reduced by ~50%. Similar behavior was identified by Zhong et al. (2001),
but no explanation is given for this behavior.
As additive manufactured parts behave differently from parts created using traditional
methods (e.g. Injection molding or plastic extrusion), standards must be developed to correctly
characterized material properties. Furthermore, because large scale parts contain bigger beads, the
test specimens fabricated following ASTM D638 would not capture enough beads of material
within the cross section where stresses are concentrated. In addition, the size of voids and prints
defects is much larger for large scale extrusion systems than for FDM ones. For example, an ASTM
D638 type I specimen with a gauge area of 91 mm2 fabricated with FDM technology has about
~700 beads. If the same specimen was created from a BAAM part, the number of beads would be
reduced to ~3 beads. Duty et al. presents a modified version of a type I specimen to be used when
characterizing large scale AM materials. A modified specimen manufactured with BAAM would
contain 38 beads which are still lower than the FDM specimen, but still provides an insight on the
behavior of BAAM parts.
2.4.3 Static properties
Initial characterization of BAAM manufactured material was presented by Duty et al.
(2015). Modified type I specimens were printed using 20% GF-ABS, 40% GF-ABS, 15% CFABS, 20% CF-ABS and 20% CF-PEI. The temperature settings were maintained constant for
every material, and two extrusion rates were used, 4.5 and 16 kg/h. Although this paper provides
mechanical properties for multiple materials, the authors mentioned the lack of control and
optimization given to the printing parameters of BAAM. Additionally, extrusion rates are meager
in comparison to the max capacity of the BAAM. Parts printed using ABS 20%wt. carbon fibers
on the XZY direction were found to have a strength of ~60 MPa while the injection molded
specimens of ~40MPa. The ZXY samples showed strength values of ~8MPa, which as mentioned
before, shows the high degree of anisotropy that filled thermoplastic composites have. This paper
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did not present any strain data, which impedes obtaining other properties that should be considered
in the engineering design process.
Schnittker et al. used digital image correlation (DIC) to characterize the mechanical
properties of ABS20%wt. glass fiber (Schnittker et al. 2019). The concept of using DIC to obtain
specific mechanical properties will be analyzed in a further section; in this section, the objective
is to understand the mechanical behavior of the BAAM parts. In this paper, the authors conducted
tensile tests using the modified type I specimens, where the average UTS was found to be 52.8
MPa. This value is about 14 MPa lower than the results obtained by Duty et al. (2015), which is
attributed to the printing parameter not being optimized for the hexagonal structure. In this paper,
the authors tried to mirror the parameters used by Duty et al. which might have caused the part to
have larger voids or the layer temperature to be too low for proper adhesion (Compton et al. 2017).
Neck layer size was measured for two samples which determined that there was a minimal
variation of this value between samples. This indicates that the tensile strength is uniform along
the specimen, which was confirmed from the small variation between the tensile test results.
Although the deviation between samples was low, the void size was large which contributed to the
low mechanical performance. This thesis will present work using a similar approach to test the
static mechanical properties of ABS20%wt. carbon fiber.
2.4.4 Void formation
Duty et al. performed microscopy imaging on the cross-section of BAAM printed parts
and found the presence of voids within a bead of material. The authors believe that the presence
of voids is due to entrapped air inside the pellets or the off-gassing of volatiles due to incorrect
processing conditions within the BAAM extruder. The BAAM was outfitted with a new extruder
and screw to mitigate this effect. Authors also found than filled ABS was prone to have a higher
void content than neat ABS. In literature, the presence of voids in short fiber reinforced
thermoplastics is well documented. Those voids, even in small number, can significantly decrease
the mechanical strength of the material. The interlaminar strength of the material can decrease by
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7% for each 1% of voids up to a total void content of 4% (Narkis et al. 1989). Narkis et al.
manufactured test coupons using both injection molding and plastic extrusion (not AM)
technology and then analyzed the void content of them. The samples were fabricated from Noryl,
which is an amorphous blend of polypropylene oxide, with 10%wt., 20%wt. and 30%wt. of glass
fibers. They used a single screw extruder with a screw speed of 50 rpm and a temperature profile
of 260/270/280°C. The void content of the samples was measured using a pycnometer following
ASTM 792-66 and images were taken on polished specimens using reflected light microscopy.
The extruded samples showed an increasing void content with increasing fiber content both from
the density values and the imaging, which in fact confirms that the voids were not created by the
polishing of the samples. It should be noted that voids were found in unfilled specimens which
indicates that void formation is not only dependent on fiber loading. The injection molding
specimens showed significantly smaller voids which are attributed to the cooling process occurring
under pressure. Authors mentioned that fiber debonding from the matrix and the cooling process
affects the void content. Upon cooling, external surfaces solidify first, thus impeding the
contraction of the inner section of the bead. A substantial temperature effect is present in void
formation with void content increasing as temperature increases. The slower solidification of the
material and the decreased viscosity and pressure at higher temperatures are the leading causes for
that behavior. Increasing the feedrate also seems to increase the voids content as air might get
entrapped within the material thus increasing the void content. It was also mentioned that voids
could be caused by other factors including moisture, volatiles evolved during cure and residual
solvents. Additionality, Narkis et al. found that voids might also play a role in surface roughness,
as voids might push fibers to different locations.
During testing of the first BAAM prototype, Duty et al. noted the presence of voids
between beads of material. This behavior has also been identified in the FDM process (Huang, B.,
& Singamneni, S. 2015). The bonding between beads can be characterized by the neck created
between two adjacent beads (Francis, V., & Jain, P. K. (2016); N. Turner, B, et al. 2014). Viscosity
and surface tension are the two main factor driving the neck size, thus, affecting the bond between
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beads. It should be noted that this work is referring to side-to-side contact of the bead and is not
characterizing the bond strength of layers deposited on top of one another. The addition of fibers
into ABS plastic increase the viscosity and surface tension of the material (Schnittker et al. 2019)
thus, creating larger voids. Duty et al. performed scanning electron microscopy on printed samples
using neat-ABS, glass fiber-ABS, and carbon fiber-ABS. It was discovered that the filled materials
had a smaller neck length (i.e., larger voids between beads). The BAAM was then outfitted with a
tamper mechanism, to compact each deposited bead within the immediate surroundings. Although
this reduced porosity and improved inter-layer bonding, the tamper was not able to eliminate the
voids. The need for a flattening mechanism was also identified by Thermwood Corp, who installed
a roller system on the LSAM machine.
2.4.5 Fatigue properties
To accurately design for the BAAM system, cyclic loading tests are needed to determine
the fatigue life of parts. The cyclic response of FDM parts manufactured using different unfilled
materials like ABS and PLA is well documented in the literature (Lee, J., Huang, A. 2013;
Ziemian, C. et al. 2014). Lee mentions in his paper the ease of access to static material properties
for multiple AM materials but the lack of any cyclic loading study. This paper presents one of the
first studies into the fatigue response of ABS printed using FDM technology. In this paper, Lee
and Huang printed dog-bone specimens in multiple orientations using both ABS and ABSplus on
a Stratasys Dimension. First, static tensile tests were performed to determine the UTS of the
samples in each orientation. The cyclic loading tests were performed at 80, 60 and 40 percent of
the UTS for 10,000 cycles. For longer run cycles, the test was restarted and appended to avoid a
problem with the amount of data being stored. It is mentioned how micro-voids and air gaps can
negatively affect the print, and the authors provide some techniques to reduce their occurrence.
Due to print defects and weak bonds between material beads, the specimens did not rupture at the
gauge length. This study presented the first look into cyclic loading, but due to printing
inconsistencies and sample size, the results only show a trend and are not conclusive about the
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behavior of ABS under fatigue loading. Also, the authors did not discuss the frequency used during
testing and did not monitor the temperature to check for hysteresis.
Ziemian et al. (2014) also focuses on the fatigue properties of ABS and mentions Lee and
Huang’s challenges and shortcomings. Dog-bone specimens were fabricated on a Stratasys
Vantage-i using ABS-P400 (Stratasys Ltd. Eden Prairie, MN US) following ASTM D638. Four
printing orientations were used in this study; 1-longitudinal or 0°, 2-diagonal or 45°, 3-transverse
or 90°, and 5- +45°/-45°. Injection molded specimens were also fabricated using the same material.
In this work, each sample included 4 specimens. Tensile tests were performed to determine the
UTS of the specimens following ASTM D638. For the cyclic loading, the specimens were tested
at 90, 75, 60 and 45 percent of the UTS. Authors used a stress ratio of 0.1 which is widely used
for fatigue tests of polymers. Following ASTM D7791, fatigue testing was performed at a
frequency of 0.25 Hz to avoid a loss of mechanical properties due to hysteresis and a max cycle
life of 17,500. Results indicated that the ultimate and yield strengths are the largest for the
longitudinal, followed by +/-45, diagonal and transverse. Interestingly, the +/-45 samples had the
most extended fatigue life followed by the longitudinal direction, diagonal and transverse. The
orientations were the beads (or roads) were aligned to the testing direction yielded better results as
the polymer chains are running in that direction. The higher life cycle for the +/-45 was surprising
for the authors, and they could not provide an explanation for it. The biggest challenge for Ziemian
et al. was that some of the specimens did not fail before the test max cycles limit, which prevented
the authors from commenting about the fatigue life of ABS at certain orientations.
Cyclic loading of thermoplastic material can yield a hysteresis loop in the strain-stress
curve indicating that part of the strain is not recovered during the cycle (Rittel, D. 2000). Most of
the lost energy is converted into heat as a function of the strain and strain rate (Mason, J. et al.
1994). Rittel found that Polycarbonate will heat up during cyclic testing and the temperature rise
is dependent on cyclic frequency and the applied stress level. While the ASTM 7791 does not state
the allowed temperature variation, while other authors stated the temperature increase should not
go over 2 degrees (Mandell, J. et al. 1981). It should be noted that this work was performed for
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small Type I and V ASTM D638 specimens, the author believes that the larger modified specimens
will not be as susceptible to a temperature increase.
The challenge that some researchers have encountered is that running experiments at a low
frequency (0.25 to 1 Hz) for long cycles is computationally expensive regarding memory needed.
Some fatigue papers set the maximum number of cycles to 10,000 or less, and others increase the
frequency to 5 Hz in order to test higher life cycles (Afrose, M.F. et al. 2016; Fischer, M.,
Schöppner, V. 2017). The low frequency is preferred to avoid increasing the temperature within
the part which can compromise the mechanical properties of the material (Ziemian, S. et al. 2014)
The lower frequency might allow the tensile tester to reach the set values of stress or strain keeping
the controller’s feedback error to a minimum. Finally, the different frequencies and loads will
activate the different mode of failure within the specimen, so the final application of the part is the
man driver at dictating the frequency to be used (Local motors insight). In this thesis, the effect
that frequency has on temperature during cyclic loading is explored, as a higher frequency is
preferred to achieve longer life cycles.
In the case of reinforced thermoplastic composites printed using AM, the literature is very
scarce. Although there is some work being performed on continuous fiber reinforcement using the
FDM process (Agarwal et al. 2018; Goh et al. 2018), there is a lack of published work in reference
to short fiber reinforced thermoplastics. Currently, there is only one conference paper focused on
the fatigue behavior of large-scale thermoplastic materials (Hill, C. et al., 2016). Hill et al produced
the same modified type I specimen being used in this thesis using the prototype version of the
BAAM system. Tensile, flexural and fatigue tests were performed on ABS 20%wt. carbon fiber
but the number of specimens used for fatigue does not allow to generalize the behavior of this
material (1 specimen per stress level). Moreover, the paper does not present a stress-strain curve
or mention the yield point of the material. Without this information, some of the specimens could
have been tested over the yield strength which would cause a premature failure under cyclic
loading due to hysteresis. Overall, the paper presents an initial look at the behavior that large-scale
thermoplastic materials have under cyclic loading.
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Although AM materials behave differently than traditionally manufactured reinforced
composites, some of the knowledge build in that area can be transferred to AM. The fatigue
behavior of short fiber reinforced composites is complicated due to the vast number of failure
mechanism that can occur; fiber fracture, matrix cracking, matrix crazing, fiber buckling, fibermatrix interference failure and delamination (Nouri et al. 2009). These mechanisms can occur
independently or at the same time, which can create problems when determining the cause of
failure. Also, the failure mechanism is not going to be the same at different stress levels (Degrieck
& Paepegem, W. 2001). Added to all these factors, is the inherent anisotropy and increased void
content present in thermoplastic printed using large scale systems.
2.5 RHEOLOGY AND THERMAL PROPERTIES
Polymers are usually described based on their crystallinity, either as amorphous,
crystalline, or semi-crystalline polymers. Amorphous polymers are materials in which the
polymers chains are not in any given order which gives the material a glass-like behavior.
Examples of amorphous polymers include acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), polycarbonate
(PC) and polyetherimide (PEI). On the contrary, the molecules in crystalline polymers are arranged
in a specific pattern, where polymer chains are locked in place next to the other. However, in
reality, crystalline polymers also have an amorphous behavior present when connecting one or
more crystals. Due to this behavior, this type of polymers is referred to as semi-crystalline.
Examples of semi-crystalline polymers include Nylon (PA), Polyaryletherketone (PEEK), and
Polyphenylene sulfide (PPS).
Both semi-crystalline and amorphous polymers are used in material extrusion additive
manufacturing. Printing with amorphous polymers is better because these materials retain their
shape after extrusion due to their glassy-like behavior. In contrast, semi-crystalline materials
shrink during the crystallization process which decreases the ability of the material to retain the
shape after extrusion. ABS is one of the most common polymers for the material extrusion process,
and it will be the focus of this thesis, as all the specimens will be produced using this material. In
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the FDM process, the thermoplastic extrusion occurs inside an oven to reduce part warpage. The
effect called warpage occurs when a large temperature gradient is present across the part, which
leads to deformations within the part. The deformation not only creates inaccurate geometries but
it can also hinder the manufacturing process by releasing the part form the print platform or causing
the nozzle assembly to crash against the part. Because the BAAM deposition does not occur within
a heated enclosure, Duty et al. observed warping issues when printing neat ABS. In order to avoid
this and to add strength to the part, chopped fibers were added into the materials which resulted in
no warping for low-temperature materials and reduced warping for high-temperature ones. As a
result, most BAAM materials have fillers in the form of chopped fibers. Because pellet extrusion
additive manufacturing uses traditional pellet feedstock, the availability of material is quite large.
Table 2 shows the different matrix materials and fillers available in the market according to a
leading material manufacturer (Sabic. Houston, TX US).
To determine necessary processing conditions for the pelletized thermoplastic feedstock,
it is necessary to perform a thermal and rheological analysis (Ajinjeru, C. et al. 2017). Although
currently, this process is not well defined in the literature, the following contains a possible method
to characterize these materials. The process starts by testing the material via thermogravimetric
Table 2: List of materials and fillers available for pellet extrusion additive
manufacturing
Thermoplastic Matrix
ABS
PC, PC/ABS, PC/PBT
PEI
PSU
PA11
PES
PPSU
PEEK
PPS
PA6
PA66
PPA
PPE, PPE/PA

Fillers
Carbon fibers
Glass fibers
Minerals
Flame retardants
Heat stabilizers
UV agents
Thermally conductive fillers
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analysis (TGA) in order to determine the decomposition onset temperature (ODT), or the
temperature where the material starts to decompose (ASTM E2550-17). TGA is a technique in
which the mass of a specimen is measured as a function of temperature or time while being
subjected to a controlled-temperature regimen (ASTM E473-18). At temperatures over the ODT,
the material will off-gas volatiles, thus increasing the possibility of bubble and void formation as
mentioned in the void formation section of this document. TGA can also be used to determine the
rate at which volatiles are produced and to perform a compositional analysis (ASTM E1131;
ASTM E2008).
The next step is to perform differential scanning calorimetry to determine the glass
transition temperature (Tg) of the material (Schawe, J. 1995; ASTM E1356). The Tg denotes the
midpoint of a temperature range over which an amorphous polymer is transformed from its glassy
state, thus, making the material a viscous liquid (Forrest, J. et al. 2002). For semi-crystalline
materials, it is possible to find the melting and crystallization temperature using a similar approach
(ASTM E794). DSC can also determine the enthalpies of fusion and crystallization and the specific
heat of a material (ASTM E793, ASTM E1269). The enthalpy measures the quantity of heat
exchanged by the system and its surroundings as the fusion and crystallization process occurs. The
specific heat of a material indicates the amount of energy required to heat a specified amount of
material to a certain temperature. Using the information provided by the DSC, a minimum
processing temperature can be obtained. The melt temperature is set to at least ~100 °C over the
Tg, following a rule well established in other similar polymer processes like injection molding and
plastic extrusion, (Ajinjeru, C. et al. 2016; Rauwendaal, C. 2019). Finally, a rheological analysis
is performed to determine the viscoelastic properties of the material at different temperatures.
Dynamic melt rheology is an analysis of the deformation that material has under applied stresses
under certain processing conditions (Shenoy, A. 1999; ASTM D4440). The rheology study is able
to provide the complex viscosity, the resistance to steady flow, as a function of frequency, strain
amplitude, temperature and time. As it was seen in previous sections, the viscosity of a material
affects the bonding between two adjacent beads of material. Additionally, the viscosity is also
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related to the mechanical stability of the material. In other words, high viscosity can preclude the
printing of another layer of material. Many users have observed this behavior, and it also captured
in the literature (Roschli, et al. 2019).
Ajinjeru et al. (2016) characterized both neat ABS and ABS 20%wt. carbon fibers to
determine the processing conditions for this material using the BAAM. The TGA experiments
were conducted in air using a heating rate of 10°C/min up to 600 °C. The results yielded a DOT
of 310 °C, without any influence by the carbon fibers. The DSC was conducted using a heating
rate of 10°C/min from 25 °C to 450 °C. samples were cooled to 25 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min and
then reheated for a second run. The results showed the Tg for ABS is independent on fiber loading
and stayed constant at a value of 105 °C. Following the rule of thumb described before, the
processing condition of ABS should be between 225 and 310. Authors picked 230 °C, 250 °C, and
270 °C to perform rheology measurements. Rheology measurements were taken on a parallel plate
rheometer at a frequency range of 0.1-628 1/rad with an applied strain of 0.1%. Results show that
ABS is shear thinning for all processing conditions. Shear thinning is defined as the effect when
viscosity decreases with an increasing load (Mezger, T. 2006). The increase in temperature
decreases the viscosity, and the addition of fibers decreases the viscosity. It was also shown that
the shear thinning effect is enhanced by the carbon fibers.
2.6 MODELING OF LARGE-SCALE PELLET EXTRUSION ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
In additive manufacturing, modeling tools are valuable because they provide insight in
terms of the thermal profile and residual stresses within the part. This information can be used to
alter G-code or printing parameters to avoid print defects, warping or cracking. Additionally, being
able to account for thermal shrinkage allows obtaining higher tolerances which reduce material
waste and thus increases the profitability of the machine. Two pieces of software are currently
available in the market to model the material extrusion AM process; Digi-mat and Genoa 3DP
simulations. Digi-mat models the residual stresses and warpage on parts printed using fused
filament fabrication (FFF). Genoa 3DP uses progressive element activation and local material
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orientation to simulate both FFF and large-scale pellet extrusion systems. Talagani et al. (2015)
used this software to model a car chassis printed on the BAAM system. Other models also include
other material properties including thermoviscoelastic properties and polymer crystallization (if
printing semi-crystalline materials) (Brenken et al. (2019).
One of the most critical factors that affect large scale systems is the large thermal gradients
between the beads of the deposited material. This occurs because large scale systems do not have
an enclosed heated envelope as FDM systems do, so the material is continually cooling down.
Additionally, the large bead size and higher deposition rates also induce the appearance of thermal
gradients even for simple geometries (Duty et al. 2015). Compton et al. present a 1-dimensional
heat transfer model of one thin bead wall printed using the BAAM system (Figure 4). Three cases
were developed in the model; top layer, middle layers or bottom layer. For the top layer, convection
and radiation are considered out of three sides and conduction from the bottom. For the middle
and bottom layers, the conduction is considered from the top and bottom sides. The difference with
the bottom layer is that the bed is assumed to be at a constant temperature. The temperature within
each bed is assumed to be the constant, which is realistic for this thin wall. For a complicated part,
the model needs to be upgraded to 2D. Although some of the material properties are temperature

Figure 4: (a) 1D thermal model schematic showing geometry, and (b) boundary
conditions developed by Compton et al. (2017)
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dependent, for this study, they are considered constant. In this paper, Compton et al. concluded
that the temperature of the previously printed bead prior to deposition of a new layer needs to be
at least at Tg. Experiments have shown that when the temperature is under the Tg, cracking and
warping can occur. To avoid this problem during the printing process to manufacture specimens
for this thesis, the Compton model was used to confirm the layers were always over Tg before the
deposition of the new layer.
2.7 DIGITAL IMAGE CORRELATION
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) involves tracking visible features on a specimen through
the analysis of still images that are captured with digital cameras. The method has been used since
the 1980s to measure full-field strain and displacement which allow bridging the gap between
experiment and simulation (Hild and Foux, 2006). Schnittker et al. (2019) explain that the images
are divided into groups containing a pattern or feature, and then each group is compared to a
reference image. The tracking is achieved by comparing the change of grayscales levels at every
N-number of pixels with each subset. Following the manufacturer recommendations, the system
needs to be calibrated before measurements can be taken. An image with a grid of dots with known
separation is used to correlate the physical distance and pixel distance of the dots. Virtual
extensometers can be installed prior to testing, as it is typically done with real extensometers. The
advantage of DIC is that new virtual extensometers and strain gauges can be added after the test.
This allows capturing the mechanical behavior of the part even if the specimen does not break
where it was expected. DIC also allows studying crack formation and propagation through the
analysis of the full filed strain and displacement images. DIC has shown strain measurements
within ±3% compared to clip extensometers (Arrieta et al. 2018).
2.8 WIRE EMBEDDING
A multi-functional component is defined as a part that has more than can serve for more
than one purpose. For example, a satellite panel with embedded circuitry is both serving a
mechanical (i.e., load bearing) and an electrical function. One approach to create multi-functional
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components is using additive manufacturing (AM) to produce 3D printed electronics (parts with
embedded circuitry). Many different AM technologies have been used to create 3D printed
electronics, but stereolithography (SL) and fused deposition modeling (FDM) is the most relevant
ones. Modified SL and FDM systems integrated with micro-dispensing or wire embedding
technology can create 3D parts with electrical interconnects and components.
Micro-dispensing is a technology similar to AM, but instead of depositing AM material
(i.e., material used to build the part) on a plane, it deposits conductive material on top of previously
deposited AM material. Previous work involved using SL technology and micro-dispensing to
create 3D electronics such as a gaming die or a three-axis magnetic flux sensor (Macdonald et al.
2014). The biggest challenge when using SL technology is the poor mechanical properties of the
parts if compared to thermoplastic material (Espalin et al. 2014). Micro-dispensing systems have
been adapted to FDM machines to create 3D printed electronics because they have better
memchanical properties. Espalin et al. (2014) fabricated a CubeSat module using ULTEM 9085.
Due to voids and cracks inherently present within FDM parts, inks tend to spread from the intended
path (Perez and Williams, 2014).
The disadvantage of using micro-dispensing in both FDM and SL is that the conductive
material within the part cannot be cured or sintered as it is traditionally done with PCB boards,
because the thermoplastic or resin is not able to withstand the required high curing/sintering
temperatures. A in situ laser curing system for silver-based conductive inks proved successful at
curing only less viscous inks (Lopes, A., et al., 2014). Overall, the resistivity of those traces was
very high, which did not allow for the creation of parts with higher power applications. Due to
this, efforts were made to developed a system to place solid wire onto the printed part (Espalin et
al. 2014). The wire placement technology, also called wire embedding technology, uses either
thermal energy or ultrasonic energy to embed not only solid wires but also metal foil. Wire
embedding has been used to create different parts including embedded RF antennas and a
microwave path antenna (Shemelya et al. 2015; Liang et al. 2015). This technology was transferred
into a machine named the Multi3D system which combines multi-material FDM 3D printing,
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micro-machining, component placement, and wire embedding. The multi-process is enabled by
the implementation of material handling robotics and a heated portable platform (Coronel, 2015;
Ambriz, 2015). When combining large area additive manufacturing systems with wire embedding,
the placement of the wire needs to occur at high speed as to not slow down the printing process.
Also, as described before, extended layer times leads to poor mechanical properties, cracking,
warping or print failure. Ultrasonic energy is not well suited to be used with large diameter wire
and a faster speed because the process is not able to transfer energy fast enough to achieve the
required temperature increase in the wire (~250 °C). A method of heating the wire using a
discharge arc developed by Espalin (2017), was found to be successful at providing the required
temperature increase. The arc heating method and resistive heating were compared, concluding
that the latest required higher power consumption. The arc heating approach is very similar to
tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding. In this process, a non-consumable electrode made of tungsten is
used to create an arc towards the metal part being welded. Similarly, this process was studied and
optimized to heat the wire (acting as metal being welded) with the non-consumable electrode.
Argon is used to shield the area to avoid contamination of the wire and electrode. Additionally,
the gas also serves as a cooling agent for the torch. The wire arc heating system is comprised of
different components including a power supply, torch (i.e., electrode), arc starter and a gas flow
valve. From the control’s perspective, the power supply needs to be controlled in order to adjust
voltage and amperage parameters prior to and during wire embedding operations. The arc starter,
used to provide the initial energy to create the arc, needs to be actuated at the beginning of every
path. Finally, the gas valve open start the controlled flow of gas toward the torch.

Chapter 3: Mechatronic design and control implementation of wire embedder
tool
3.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The project “Multi-Functional BAAM: Big Area Additive Manufacturing with multipurpose wire embedding” was granted by America Makes, one of the institutes created by the
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national network for manufacturing innovation, which focuses in accelerating the development of
additive manufacturing (AM). Design requirements were defined to create a tool suitable for the
BAAM system. The requirements were set as follows:
1. Increase the throughput of the wire embedding technology
2. Integrate wire embedding hardware with BAAM controller
3. Mechanically integrate the wire embedding tool on the BAAM machine
4. Identify CAM software for producing 5-axis, wire embedding G-code
5. Develop a CAD/CAM post processor to prepare BAAM G-code specific to wire
embedding
The increase of throughput outlined in objective one is necessary because of the high
printing speed that the BAAM possesses. Also, the diameter of the wire that can be embedded
needs to be increased from previous tools to accommodate for high power applications (~1 mm
diameter, 14-gauge wire). The speed of wire embedding used in smaller FDM systems is about 10
mm/s, and it has to be increased to 100 mm/s. Objective 2 and 3 outlines the process of integrating
the new components into the current firmware of the machine both in terms of controls and
mechanics. A piece of software will have to be identified to create five-axis instructions for the
machine. Finally, a G-code post processor will serve to integrate the wire embedding and printing
instructions.
3.2 MECHANICAL DESIGN AND ARC WELDING
Previous methods that were used to embed interconnects into FDM parts were based on
ultrasonic energy or micro-dispensing of conductive material. Solid wire must be used to achieve
low resistivity within those interconnects, which negates the use of micro-dispensing. The problem
with using ultrasonic energy relies on that with the larger diameter wire and a faster speed; the
process is not able to transfer energy fast enough to achieve the required temperature increase in
the wire (~250 °C). The next idea was to use heated air to provide energy to the wire to increase
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its temperature before embedding it to the plastic. Experiments were performed, but this method
was unable to provide the required energy to embed the wire.
A method of heating the wire using a discharge arc was found to be successful by providing
the required temperature increase with a low current consumption if compared to resistive heating
(Figure 5) (Espalin, D. 2017). The target material for the interconnects is copper (low resistivity),
whose resistivity value is low enough to render resistive heating ineffective for this application.
The selected arc heating approach is very similar to inert tungsten gas (TIG) welding. In this
process, a non-consumable electrode made of tungsten is used to create an arc towards the metal
part being welded. Similarly, this process was studied and optimized to heat the wire (i.e., metal
being welded) with the non-consumable electrode. Argon is used to shield the area to avoid
contamination of the wire and electrode. Additionally, the gas also serves as a cooling agent for
the torch. The wire arc heating system is comprised of different components including a power
supply, torch (i.e., electrode), arc starter and a gas flow valve. From the control’s perspective, the
power supply needs to be controlled in order to adjust voltage and amperage parameters prior to
and during wire embedding operations. The arc starter, used to provide the initial energy to create
the arc, needs to be actuated at the beginning of every path. Finally, the gas valve open starts the
controlled flow of gas toward the torch.

Figure 5: Embedded wire into a BAAM printed part
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Figure 6: Wire embedder tool (A) and tool arm (B)
Up until this project, most of the efforts on wire embedding were centered on planar
surfaces. For this project, the goal was to create a tool able to place wire on multi-axes surfaces
(contoured and planar). This would allow for the wire to be placed during or after the printing
process in any side of a part. To achieve this, the tool needed to have three axes (A, B, C and wire
driving) which complemented with the X, Y and Z of the BAAM creates a 6 degree of freedom
(DOF) non-standard robotic arm. The tool has two major components, the embedding tool (Figure
6-A) and the tool arm (Figure 6-B). The embedding tool houses the wire driving motor, sensors,
wire spool, torch and application roller. The tool arm houses the rest of the motors and an electrical
panel.
3.3 CONTROLS
Two strategies for controlling the tool and communicating with the BAAM system were
devised. The first strategy was to have a separate programmable logic controller (PLC) that would
control the tool axis based on commands sent by the BAAM’s PLC. Using this approach would
result in possible problems with synchronization and timing making the tool follow an incorrect
path. The second alternative was to integrate all the new components into the BAAM’s PLC
(Figure 7). This was the chosen alternative due to the simplified integration and because Cincinnati
Inc. would support this effort. The equipment selection, process development and G-code
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Figure 7: Control schematic for the wire embedding tool
development would be managed by UTEP, while Cincinnati Inc. would modify the machine’s
firmware, create new electrical panel for components and perform initial testing.
The first part of the control work is to understand all the different components and their
control mode (Table 3). The table provides the name, function and control mode for each
component. All the devices need to be controlled using G-code, a method of controlling a gantry
system based on positions for all the motors. Also, G-code can transfer information to the machine
via M-codes to control the additional components (i.e. power supply). Although there are some
standard M-codes across multiple platforms, many of the M-codes are created from scratch and
Table 3: List of devices to be controlled

System

Device

Pneumatic actuator
A-axis
Embedder movement B-axis
C-axis
Wire Driving
Wire driving axis
Power Supply
Arc starter
Arc Welding
Gas flow valve
Before embedder pyrometer
Sensors
After embedder pyrometer
Proximity sensor
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Control
M-code
G-code
G-code
G-code
G-code
M-code
M-code
M-code
M-code
M-code
M-code

Figure 8: 3D routing software pipeline
are custom to a specific system. For this project, many codes were created to control all the
different devices mentioned before. For example, some codes are used to provide voltage and
amperage information to the machine or to turn the pneumatic actuator on.
3.4 G-CODE
The process for the creation of multi-functional components starts by designing the circuit
in Autodesk Eagle software (Figure 8). The circuit is then exported from Eagle and imported into
Fusion 360 using a modified and custom file developed during this project. The next step is for the
user to design the component and move the components to the desired places. Then, the software
is going to map the whole 2D surface where the wire needs to be placed and it will autoroute all
connections. At this point, the information needs to be transferred to machine instructions for the
manufacturing process to start.
Autodesk Fusion 360 offers a computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) environment, where
the user can create instructions for computer numerical control (CNC) manufacturing. Fusion 360
supports different subtractive processes including but not limited to milling, turning and water jet
cutting. The software can output information for machines with two, three, four and five axes. The
CAM functionality can be modified to output machine instructions for wire placement through the
use of a custom post. In a CAM software, a post adds all the specific commands needed to run a
machine like the toolpaths, speeds and M-codes. A custom post was developed in partnership with
Autodesk and Cincinnati Inc to obtain machine instructions for the BAAM tool.
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2.5 WIRE EMBEDDING PROCESS
As it was explained in the previous section, the wire embedding process starts by creating
G-code using Fusion 360. The code is then transferred into the BAAM system, where it read by
the PLC. The process continues by starting the code using the BAAM, then the tools in the BAAM
offset following G-code (Figure 9-B). Once the wire embedder is at the correct height, then the
machine can move to the starting position (Figure 9-C). Then, the arc starts heating the wire while
simultaneously beginning movement (Figure 9-D, E). Once the wire trace is completed, the tools
move up to leave some wire protruding (To connect the components). Then wire stops moving
while the arc heats the wire to the point that it breaks (-F). The final step is to push wire out of the
tool and reset all controls to start another trace. Three sensors are placed on the tool: two
pyrometers, and a proximity sensor. The pyrometers record information about the temperature of
the plastic and wire before and after embedding. This is relevant information from a research
perspective to make sure experimentation is always consistent. Similarly, the proximity sensor is
used to record the distance away from the plastic that the tool is at. Because the roller in the tool
has springs, the user could place the tool at different heights causing inconsistencies with
experimentation. Currently, this tool has been fully implemented in a BAAM system at Cincinnati
Inc headquarters and is awaiting further testing.
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BAAM Part

Figure 9: Wire embedding process; 1) Printing process is interrupted, 2) Offset BAAM
tool, 3) move to starting position, 4) Start wire arc, and 5) Cut wire.
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Chapter 4: Effect of temperature and screw speed on material meso-structure
4.1 MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1.1 Specimen Fabrication
The thermoplastic-matrix composite evaluated in this work was Electrafil J-1200 CF20
3DP (Techmer PM, Clinton, Tennessee, US): an ABS thermoplastic filled with 20% (by weight)
carbon fiber.

Prior to experimentation and printing, the material was dried following the

manufacturer’s recommendation of 4 hours at 80°C. It should be noted that previous experiments
were conducted on material dried and printed on two different days, which resulted in high
variance due to drying the same batch of material a second time for the second printing sequence.
To mitigate this variance, data presented in this manuscript is from material dried and printed on
the same day using a batch of material not previously dried.
In this paper, “extruded specimens” refers to beads extruded in air (i.e., not on the build
platform) and collected directly from the nozzle, while “printed samples” are beads collected after
printing a one-layer square (30cm x 30cm) on the 110°C heated build platform while using the
tamper. Extruded specimens were produced by extruding material for 30 seconds and collecting
the last 127 mm (5 in.) of the extruded bead, corresponding to approximately the last seconds of
extrusion. This was done to remove the effects caused by tool traversing speed, platform
temperature, decomposition of material already in the barrel for prolonged periods of time, and the
physical change caused by the tamper.
Specimens were extruded and printed using varying temperature profiles and extruder
screw speeds (50, 150, 250, 350, and 400 rpm) on a BAAM machine (Cincinnati Incorporated,
Table 4: Temperature profiles for extruded and printed specimens
melt
manufacturer recommendation

upper limit
lower limit

293
260
276
204
321

average temperature (AT)
minimum temperature (MinT)
maximum temperature (MaxT)
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1
276
246
255
190
293

temperature (°C)
barrel
2
3
4
276 287 293
260 260 265
268 276 282
204 204 210
304 304 315

5
293
271
279
215
321

6
293
271
276
215
321

Harrison, Ohio, US). The screw speeds were chosen to cover the BAAM’s extruder range (0-400
rpm).

The temperature profiles were based on recommendations supplied by the material

manufacturer (via material datasheet), which were offered as lower and upper temperature limits
for each of the six heated zones in the extruder, as listed in Table 1. The average temperature (AT)
profile was created using each zone’s average recommended temperature.

The minimum

temperature (MinT) profile was offset below the manufacturer recommended lower limit. Since
the manufacturer recommendations were delivered on the Fahrenheit scale, the MinT profile was
offset by 100°F. The maximum temperature (MaxT) was offset above the upper limit by 50°F.
Extrusion was also performed at 100°F above the recommended limit, but since the material’s
decomposition onset temperature (DOT) is 258°C (496°F), as measured by thermogravimetric
analysis using a TGA55 (TA instruments, New Castle, DE US) according to ASTM E1131,
material degradation prohibited proper testing. The DOT, defined as the temperature at which 1%
mass loss occurs, has also been reported as 310°C (Ajinjeru, C, et al.). For the printed specimens,
due to the various screw speeds and temperature profiles during printing, the tool traversing speed
was adjusted using the ORNL slicer flow calculator to produce comparable bead sizes. For
example, using the AT profile at 50 rpm screw speed resulted in a tool traversing speed of 0.06
m/s, while using the MinT profile at 50 rpm screw speed resulted in a tool traversing speed of 0.05
m/s.
Overpressure can reduce the life or damage the lead screw, and so monitoring the extruder
pressure is important when printing with new parameters. The BAAM system has a sensor located
within the barrel that provides real-time pressure data but is not able to record those measurements.
Additionally, the barrel has a 34 MPa pressure relief valve. The pressure is governed by the
combination of temperature and feed rate, for example, printing at a low temperature and high feed
rate will increase the pressure. Some material manufacturers list the adequate barrel pressure on
their data sheets, for ABS 20%wt. carbon fiber the pressure is recommended to be lower than 13.5
MPa. An overpressure inside the barrel can lead to damage of the screw or the barrel itself.
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4.1.2 Microscopy and Imaging processing
All specimens were sectioned and mounted to reveal a cross-sectional view normal to the
polymer flow direction. Cut specimens were mounted in self-curing resin (Koldmount, MPC
Industries, Albany NY US) and subsequently polished using 80-2400 grit papers followed by the
use of a 0.05-micron alumina polishing solution. The as-polished specimens were photographed
on a Keyence VHX-1000 digital microscope (Keyence Corporation of America, Itasca, IL US)
and a Leica MZ16 stereomicroscope (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL US). Imaging
analysis to measure the voids was conducted using Vision Assistant 2011 (National Instruments,
Austin, TX US) by selecting a region of interest of known area and then extracting the Hue,
Saturation, and Luminance (HSL) values (Figure 10-a). The software was calibrated to the scale
bar from the microscopic image to determine the pixel-micron conversion factor. A darkness
threshold was established to differentiate the voids from the remainder of the materials (Figure 10b), which resulted in a binary image. A particle analysis built-in function within Vision Assistant
determined the area covered by voids (red color) using the binary image. Note that in this
manuscript, the volume of voids is not being measured, instead the void percentage is being
represented by the area the voids occupy within the bead’s cross-section. As a way of gaining
confidence in this methodology, already certified copper powder with an average particle size of

3 mm

Figure 10: Cross-sectional images used for particle analysis in measuring void size: a)
original picture before adding threshold, and b) image after adding
threshold to identify voids (red regions).
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60 microns was measured with Vision Assistant. The software measured an average particle size
of 63 microns, which means the software overestimated the measurement by 5%.
4.1.3 Surface Roughness and Mass Loss Due to Off -Gassing
For each temperature profile and screw speed combination, the time that pelletized material
spent within the extrusion tool was measured by depositing a different color material into the barrel
while extruding and noting the elapsed time when the material appeared at the exit nozzle. To
quantify the mass loss due to off-gassing of volatile organic compounds during the same time
period, 2.5 g of pelletized material were wrapped in conventional aluminum foil and placed on a
temperature controlled hot plate for the prescribed time. While on the hot plate, the aluminum foil
pouch was insulated opposite the side contacting the hot plate. The fiberglass insulation (~50 mm
(2 in.) thick with no facing) was used to ensure heat was transferred to the pelletized material
within the foil during the short time period. Immediately after heating on the hot plate, each
specimen was placed in a desiccator until reaching room temperature after which their mass was
collected. The average of five specimens was calculated for each group.
Surface roughness was measured using a SURFTEST SJ-210 surface roughness measuring
tester (Mitutoyo America, Aurora, IL US) with a measuring range of 360 micrometers. All samples
were composed of at least 3 specimens. For the printed samples, the test was performed on the
sides that did not have contact with the tamper or the bed.
specimen

Specimen
Mounting
resin

Mold

Mounting
resin

gripping
location

Figure 11: Mold used to mount specimens is shown on the left. On the right, a finished
specimen is shown. The grips of the tensile test machine grab the specimen form the
gripping location on both sides of the specimen
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4.1.4 Tensile test
Tensile tests were performed on 150 rpm samples both printed and extruded for the MinT,
AT, and MaxT profile using an adapted version of ASTM D638 standard (ASTM International,
2014). This screw speed was chosen based on the usual printing parameters for this material. The
beads were cut to a length of 100 mm and mounted with self-curing resin (Koldmount, MPC
Industries, Albany NY) using a mold (Figure 11). The strain-controlled test was performed on an
Instron 5800 series (Instron, Norwood, MA) at a strain rate of 5 mm/min. Because of the nonstandard shape of the specimen, the strain was not measured and the displacement from the
machine was used for all calculations. All samples were composed of at least 3 specimens.
4.2 RESULTS
4.2.1 Analysis of voids
Two types of voids were present in the extruded specimens with distinct regions of
occurrence. The first type, being referred to as gas voids was distributed throughout the entire

A

B

MinT – 50 rpm

2 mm

C

C

MinT – 150 rpm

2 mm

D

MinT – 350 rpm

2 mm

MinT – 400 rpm

2 mm

Figure 12: Cross-sectional view of specimens extruded with minimum temperature
(MinT) profile: a) 50 rpm, b) 150 rpm, c) 350 rpm, d) 400 rpm. Images taken using
stereomicroscopy. Black arrows highlight the gas voids while white arrows point to
entrapped air voids
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cross-sectioned area. Gas voids are caused, as noted in Arnold et al. (2009), by residual volatiles
in the material and/or partial degradation of the material (e.g., release of smaller ABS molecules)
during the material’s residence in the extruder and the subsequent drop in pressure after exiting
the extruder that allows gas expansion. Gas voids were observed in all specimens regardless of
the temperature profile and screw speed. Figure 12 shows gas voids (highlighted by black arrows)
in the MinT extruded samples for all screw speeds. The second type of voids observed is being
referred to as entrapped air voids, which can be seen in Figure 12 as highlighted by white arrows
for screw speeds of 350 and 400 RPM. The entrapped air voids were larger and appeared near the
periphery of the extrudate, and were caused by air entrapped at the feed throat that did not backflow from the screw to the hopper due to high screw speeds. This entrapped air was not contained
in the individual pellets, but instead came from the 30-70% air by volume that was contained in
the feed material (i.e., air between pellets) (Chung 2010). Similar voids, or bubbles, have been
observed in single screw extrusion of neat methacrylate-ABS (Park et al. 2017) and natural fiber
reinforced thermoplastics where their occurrence increased with temperature and screw speed
(Grande and Torres 2004). In other work, the presence of large voids near the periphery of glassfilled polystyrene extrudate was indicative of external surface solidifying that constrained the
subsequent core contraction, which ultimately led to void formation (Narkis et al. 1989; Vaxman
et al. 1989). Note that at lower screw speeds, the gas voids appeared exclusively, but samples

A

B

Figure 13: Void percentage of extruded and printed specimens; a) results from
extruded specimens, lines are intended to guide the eye and identify the regions where
gas and entrapped air voids were observed, b) results from printed specimens.
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produced with high screw speeds exhibited both gas and entrapped air voids, as highlighted in
Figure 13 and graphically represented in Figure 13 wherein the parameter space explored in this
study and its effect on the occurrence of void type is summarized; blue lines represent gas voids
and green lines represent entrapped air voids.
Generally, for every screw speed, void percentage increased with the increase of
temperature as shown in Figure 13. In other words, for every screw speed void percentage was
always lowest at MinT and highest at MaxT. Figure 13 also shows that the spread in void
percentage decreased with the increase of screw speed, when considering all temperature profiles.
For example, the spread at 50 rpm was 6% voids whereas the spread at 450 rpm was 2.5% voids.
This indicates that at high screw speeds, the temperature profile did not strongly impact void
percentage. Note that the decrease in spread was not due to the overall decrease in void percentage,
but instead the increase in void percentage for the MinT group at high screw speeds.
Recall that the MinT temperature profile maintained all barrel zones below the material’s
DOT (258°C) and therefore the void percentage was lowest for that group. In fact, the microscopic
images and the image analysis of MinT specimens identified an unchanged void percentage until
after reaching 250 RPM screw speed (see Figure 12) indicating that the screw speed was not
influential at or below 250 rpm. After exceeding 250 rpm in the MinT profile, the presence of
entrapped air voids was noted to increase the overall void percentage. Since the AT and MaxT
A

B

MaxT – 350 rpm

2 mm

2 mm

Figure 14: Stereomicroscope image of specimens extruded with maximum
temperature (MaxT) profile: a) 50 rpm, b) 400 rpm. Black arrows highlight gas voids
while white arrows point to entrapped air voids.
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temperature profiles contained barrel zones above the DOT, the material partially decomposed and
off-gassed within the extruder, manifesting itself as gas voids in the extrudate since the extruder
did not have a vent. In general, for AT and MaxT within the gas void regions of Figure 13, the
void content decreased as screw speed increased because the resident time of the material within
the extruder decreased (i.e., less off-gassing resulted during the shorter residence time), which has
been previously observed in literature (Narkis, et al. 1989). Figure 14 highlights the difference in
gas voids where the MaxT – 50 rpm specimen contained larger gas voids in the radius range of 22
to 160 µm. On the other hand, the MaxT – 400 rpm specimen contained smaller gas voids in the
radius range of 11 to 20 µm. As with MinT specimens, once the AT and MaxT specimens reached
a critical screw speed, the presence of entrapped air voids was observed. For all temperature
profiles, entrapped air limits the operating range to lower screw speeds that mitigates its
manifestation as entrapped air voids.

A

B

MinT – 50 rpm

2 mm

MinT – 150 rpm

C

2 mm

D

MinT – 400 rpm

2 mm

MaxT – 50 rpm

2 mm

Figure 15: Microscopic view of printed specimens: a) minimum temperature (MinT)
profile at 50 rpm screw speed, b) MinT at 150 rpm, c) MinT at 400 rpm, and d) maximum
temperature (MaxT) profile at 50 rpm.
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Figure 15 shows printed samples at MinT, MaxT and AT in which gas voids are present
even after the use of the tamper. However, entrapped air voids were not observed in printed
specimens suggesting that the combination of printing conditions (heated print platform, pressure
against the platform while extruding, and tampering) allowed the entrapped air to escape the
printed bead. Similar to the results from the extruded samples, the MaxT printed samples had the
highest void content followed by AT and MinT samples (see Figure 4b). Although the imaging
analysis showed that voids were still present in all samples, it is difficult to draw a comparison
between extruded and printed samples as the tampering modified the aspect ratio of the voids.
That is, the area occupied by a void at any cross section does not capture the potential length
change caused by the tamper.
The mass loss due to VOC off-gassing when pellets were heated to 310°C (representative
temperature for MaxT) for specific times is reported in Figure 16. Note that 18, 24, 37, and 120
seconds were correlated to residence times associated ith 400, 350, 250, 150, and 50 rpm,
respectively. As expected, there was a direct relation between mass loss and time (or inverse
relation if the corresponding feed rates are considered) as shown in Figure 15. The inverse relation

Figure 16: Volatile organic compound mass loss due to off-gassing when using the
maximum temperature (MaxT) profile.
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shown in Figure 16 corroborates the notion that near or above the DOT, void presence is dominated
by VOC off-gassing as mentioned by Narkis, et al.
4.2.2 Surface Roughness
For the extruded MinT and AT samples, the surface roughness showed a clear trend of
decreasing surface roughness with increasing screw speed as seen in Figure 8a. Previous literature
(Kim and Park 2000) has noted that the surface roughness of glass fiber filled (10 wt %)
polystyrene extrudate decreased as the shear rate increased. In the case of the BAAM screw
extruder, the screw speed has a direct relation with shear rate at the orifice, and therefore the results
observed here are in agreement with that seen in literature. The lower surface roughness measured
at high screw speed can be attributed to fiber orientation in the melt flow direction (Kim and Park
2000, Hristov et al. 2006). It was also noted that the shape of the bead transitioned from regular
to an irregular shape (“bumpy”) as screw speed increased as seen in Figure 17. At 50 rpm, it was
possible to see the fibers protruding from the bead while at 400 rpm the bead was smooth and had
a glossy appearance. The MaxT samples did not show the same trend, but overall the surface
roughness of 350 and 400 rpm specimens was lower than that of the 50 rpm specimens. Surface
quality, as measured through surface roughness, has been correlated to water absorption wherein

A

B

Figure 17: Surface roughness measurements of extruded (A) and
printed (B) samples.
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the two are directly related (Soury et al. 2011). The characterization performed here suggests that
extrudate produced with high screw speeds has higher water resistance when compared to low
screw speed extrudate.
Figure 17b also shows the surface roughness of the printed samples was higher when
compared to the extruded samples. This was attributed to the effect of the tamper flattening the
bead and displacing entrapped air to the surface, causing the protrusion of carbon fibers. The
surface roughness of the MaxT– 50 rpm sample was the only result obtained at that temperature
profile because the remaining samples had a surface roughness (Ra) over 360 μm, which was not
measureable by the instrument being used.
4.3 TENSILE TEST
Tensile tests were performed on samples extruded and printed at 150 rpm using the MinT,
AT and MaxT temperature profiles. The general behavior of each extruded sample is represented
in Figure 18. The printed specimens had a similar behavior, but due to the action of the tamper the
cross-sectional area varied and further measurements are needed to calculate the correct stresses
so only extruded specimens results are shown. It should also be noted that for the MinT printed
a)

b)

c)

Figure 18: stress – extension graphs of extrudate samples showing the behavior
of the material
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and extruded samples, only one specimen was broken and the rest were pulled out of the selfcuring resin mold. This behavior is attributed to the specimen being stronger (>50 MPa) than the
bond between the specimen and the self-curing resin. The high tensile strength is attributed to the
low void content seen in the MinT 150 rpm specimen. In the other hand, the AT and MaxT tensile
strength was similar which is attributed to the similar void content shown before, with an average
ultimate tensile strength of 41 ± 3.77 MPa and 38 ± 3.38 MPa for AT and MaxT respectively. It
also noteworthy to mention that the tensile strength values seen for the beads are lower if compared
to tensile strength of modified type I specimens of the same material.
4.4 DISCUSSION
For both MinT and AT, extruded and printed samples had voids, with larger voids
occurring at higher feed rates. The low temperatures made the material less viscous, which
increased the shear effect from the single screw leading to void formation. As stated before, macrovoids around the periphery appeared in extruded samples. This was attributed to the difference
between the cooling rate of the external and internal parts of the bead caused by the high feed rates.
Even though the tamper reduced the majority of macro-voids in printed samples, voids
were still present. The surface roughness increased between extruded samples to printed samples
in almost all settings. This is due to the displacement of fibers by entrapped air traveling within
the bead caused by the tamper’s action. It was also noted that the pressure inside the barrel was
higher than the manufacturer’s recommended value for high feed rates at both MinT and AT.
For MaxT, image analysis showed a substantial void content at low feed rates. This is a
result of the off-gassing of VOC’s, which was confirmed by the experimental setup presented in
this paper. At 350 and 400 rpm, the macro-voids are created similarly to the MinT and AT samples.
Even with the action of the tamper, the printed beads showed a high void content. The pressure
inside the barrel did not exceed recommended levels at any point. Additionally, at MaxT the
material started decomposing after spending time inside the barrel. Overall, the UTS of the beads
was affected by the increase of void content especially between MinT and AT.
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Chapter 5: Tensile behavior
5.1 MATERIALS AND METHODS
5.1.1 Specimen fabrication
The material chosen for this work was Electrafil J-1200 CF20 3DP (Techmer PM, Clinton,
Tennessee, US) which is ABS20%wt. carbon fiber. The material was dried in accordance to
manufacturer recommendations for 4 hr. at 80 °C. A rectangular part was printed using a Cincinnati
BAAM-100 (Cincinnati Inc. Harrison, OH US) using a 7.62 mm (0.3 in) nozzle coupled with a
tampering system. The square part measured to be 165.1 cm (65 in) X 177.8 cm (70 in), 12 cm tall
and 25.91 mm thick (1.02 in). The bead width for this part was set to 8.64 mm (0.34 in) and the
layer height was 3.81 mm (0.15 in). The dimensions of the part were chosen to allow for 3 modified
type I specimens (Duty, et al. 2017) to be harvest from every side with the longest side of the
specimen being the same direction as the toolpath direction. The specimens are similar to the ones
used by Duty et al pictured in Figure 19, with the difference in the length of the gripping section.
The dimensions had to be modified due to a constraint with the machining process.

55 mm

Z stacking direction

Figure 19: The specimens used for this work are the same modified type I
specimens used by Duty et al (2015) with the only difference
being a shorter gripping section of 50 mm.
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Table 5: Printing parameters
Heater (°C)
Melt
270

1
246

2
260

3
270

4
265

Printing
speed
5
270

6
266

114.3 mm/s
4.5 in/s

Table 5 shows the BAAM-specific settings used to fabricate the specimens. To ensure
adequate bonding between layers of the material, the 1-D heat transfer model developed by
Compton et al (2017) was implemented (Appendix A). The only inputs of the model that were
modified were the layer time and deposition temperature. The layer time was calculated from the
G-code and the chosen printing speed of 114.3 mm/s (4.5 in/s). The layer time was calculated to
be 180 seconds, the value was then inputted into the model with a deposition temperature of 165
°C. As seen in Figure 20, all layers after layer 4 remained over the Tg (~105°C) thus assuring a
good bond between layers. If a lower deposition temperature was chosen, the layer would have

Figure 20: Temperature vs Time graph from the Compton et al heat transfer
model
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cool down below the desired threshold. The height of the rectangular part was chosen to allow for
the first 4 layers to be discarded during manufacturing of the specimen.
The printed rectangle was sectioned with a manual saw and each individual piece was
machined to the required dimension. The machining process was conducted by securing the part
using custom soft grips and machining 3 sides of the specimen. Then, the part was removed,
flipped and secured to face the last side of the specimen. To avoid problems with cracking and
surface quality, the specimens were machined using a diamond coated end mill. The as-machined
specimens were placed in an incubator at 23 °C and 50% humidity for at least 88 hours in
accordance with ASTM D618 (ASTM International, 2013). Duty et al (2017) and Schnittker et al
(2018) used procedure B from the ASTM D618 which entails placing the specimen at 50 °C for
48 hr. and then placing them in a desiccator for another 15 hr. As noted in the standard, this
procedure is used more often with thermosets or when the moderate effects of moderate drying are
to be determined.
5.1.2 Tensile testing
Specimens were tested using an MTS landmark 370 servo-hydraulic system (MTS, Eden
Prairie, MN US) equipped with a 100 kN load cell following ASTM D638. To produce results

(b)

(a)
(i)
(ii)

(ii)

Figure 21: a) Digital image correlation (DIC) set-up showing (i) specimen and (ii)
cameras. b) picture of the specimen with the pattern needed for DIC
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comparable to Duty et al (2017), the strain rate was chosen to be 0.025 mm/s. A digital correlation
system (Correlated Solutions, Irmo, SC US) was used to capture strain measurements (Figure 21).
To capture DIC images, the specimen had to be prepared by applying a pattern full of speckles, by
tracking the speckles as the specimen deforms the DIC can capture strain measurements. First, a
flat-white base coat was uniformly applied, immediately after, 1 mm crafting glitter was randomly
applied on the gauge length. Finally, a layer of clear coating was applied to reduce the shinning
effect caused by the glitter. This procedure was successfully used by Schnittker et al (2018),
showing acceptable speckle patterns which resulted in consistent correlation of images. For strain
measurements, the DIC system was calibrated following manufacturer recommendations, and the
data was recorded at 1 s intervals.
5.2 RESULTS
5.2.1 Tensile test
The DIC data was used to calculate the elastic modulus, yield strength and ultimate tensile
strength (UTS). Table 6 shows the experimental tensile test results compared to the ones obtained
by Duty et al (2017). It should be noted that the screw and barrel used by Duty et al differs from
the one used in this work. The average ultimate tensile strength was calculated to be 62.98 ± 2.16
MPa which is well within the range of results that Duty et al obtained. For this present work, the
printing parameters were optimized to achieve a consistent layer temperature well over Tg during
printing of the specimens. In previous work (Schnittker, et al. 2019), ABS20%wt glass fiber
specimens were built using the same parameters used by Duty et al but the results demonstrated a
Table 6: Mechanical properties of ABS 20%wt carbon fiber compared against Duty et al (2017)

Property
Ultimate tensile strength
(MPa)
Elastic Modulus (GPa)
Yield Strength (MPa)

Sample
1

Tensile test results
Sample Sample Sample
2
3
4

Sample
5

Duty, et
al.
(2017)

60.47

66.11

62.11

62.15

64.06

~51 - 66

12.88
45

12.43
43

12.49
45

12.06
40

13.00
40

~6 – 12
n/a
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decrease in tensile strength. This demonstrates that differences within the extruder (i.e. screw,
barrel, heaters) affects the processing parameters needed to achieve good bonding between layers.
Overall, the results showed consistency among the specimens with a coefficient of variation of
0.03 for the tensile strength. This emphasizes that the bond between layers was strong and
consistent all throughout the rectangle part. When building at large-scale, sometimes consistency
can be affected due to the long layer time.
The stress-strain curves for the ABS20%wt. carbon fiber material are plotted in Figure 22.
From the plot, the yield cannot be easily measured. The yield strength was calculated by adding
each point of the stress-strain curve into a linear fit until the confidence level went under 99.5%
(R2<0.995). The average yield strength for the sample was 42.6 ± 2.5 MPa. The yield strength is
vital for cyclic testing as the selected stress levels must fall within the linear region to avoid
hysteresis from plastic deformation. The graph also demonstrates how similar the curves are from
one another, just adding the low coefficient of variance.

Figure 22: Stress-strain curve for ABS20%wt. carbon fiber
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and recommendation
6.1 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a study on the effect that feed rate and temperature have on the presence
of voids within beads extruded and printed using ABS 20%wt. carbon fiber on the Big Area
Additive Manufacturing machine. Temperature recommendations from the material manufacturer
were used to create a maximum (MaxT), average (AT), and minimum (MinT) temperature profiles.
Using these profiles, extruded (no tamper) and printed (with tamper) samples were created for
different feed rates (50, 150, 250, 350, and 400 rpm). Gas voids were found to appear in all samples
scattered across the entire radius of the specimen. Those gas voids are created by the volatile off
gassing and decomposition of the material. Larger entrapped air voids were found in samples of
250 rpm or higher on the periphery of the specimens. Those voids are caused by the introduction
of air into the barrel of the extruder due to the fast material intake. It was also discovered that even
when printing at low temperatures, micro-voids are present within a bead and the tamper does not
eliminate all voids. A method to perform tensile test on extruded and printed single beads was
developed. A mold was used to mount the specimens into two blocks of self-curing resin. Tensile
tests showed that void content affects the tensile strength of a single bead but the effect on printed
samples is yet to be determined. The MinT profile is belived to have the highest strength as only
one specimen failed and the rest pulled out of the resin mount. When creating simulations of this
process, internal voids should be added into the model to obtain more accurate results.
Tensile tests of the modified type I specimens showed comparable results to other
published work. The young’s modulus was calculated to be ~13 GPa which is higher than the
published data from Duty et al. (2017) for the same material. The difference is believed to occur
because the extrusion temperature used in this paper was 40 degrees (160 °C) higher than the one
used by Duty. In the same paper (Duty et al. 2017), similar modulus values were found for ABS
15%wt. carbon fiber extruded at 160 °C.
A non-standard CNC tool was mounted into the BAAM system at UTEP through
modification of the firmware, controls and hardware of the system. In partnership with Cincinnati
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Inc, a process sequence was developed and then mapped into G-code and M-code. Autodesk
developed a CAM post specifically to the tool to directly obtain the inverse kinematics and Mcode needed for wire embedding operations. The tool was successfully tested by Cincinnati and
UTEP.
6.2 RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK
Further work should include an understanding of the effect of over and under drying on
material properties because of the variability this can introduce in the material affecting
mechanical properties such as yield strength. Additionally, further investigation on the effect that
each heater has on the void content of the material is needed. Also, future work should include
understanding the effect that extrusion temperature and layer temperature have on the bond
strength of layer in the Z direction (stacked direction). Using the static tensile test information
gathered in this paper, fatigue tests should be performed to fully understand the mechanical
behavior of this material.
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AM: Additive Manufacturing
DIY: Do-it-yourself
HMI: Human machine interaction
ODT: Decomposition onset temperature
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